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ABSTRACT: DNA origami tilings provide methods for
creating complex molecular patterns and shapes using ﬂat
DNA origami structures as building blocks. Square tiles
have been developed to construct micrometer-scale arrays
and to generate patterns using stochastic or deterministic
strategies. Here we show triangular tiles as a comple-
mentary approach for enriching the design space of DNA
tilings and for extending the shape of the self-assembled
arrays from 2D to 3D. We introduce a computational
approach for maximizing binding speciﬁcity in a fully
symmetric tile design, with which we construct a 20-tile
structure resembling a rhombic triacontahedron. We
demonstrate controlled transition between 3D and 2D
structures using simple methods including tile concen-
tration, magnesium, and fold symmetry in tile edge design.
Using these approaches, we construct 2D arrays with
unbounded and designed sizes. The programmability of
the edge design and the ﬂexibility of the structure make
the triangular DNA origami tile an ideal building block for
complex self-assembly and reconﬁguration in artiﬁcial
molecular machines and fabricated nanodevices.
The invention of DNA origami1 has deepened theunderstanding of how molecules could interact with
each other in a complex self-assembly process and has
accelerated the engineering of molecular systems with
custom-designed structures and programmable behaviors.
Using DNA origami structures as tiles to create two-
dimensional arrays, in solution2−6 or on a surface,7−9 has
enabled precise organization of nanoparticles10,11 for fabricat-
ing larger nanodevices and has opened up the possibility for
building spatially organized DNA circuits12 on larger bread-
boards and prototyping molecular robots13−16 on larger testing
grounds.
In prior work, we designed a square DNA origami tile for
creating unbounded arrays with combinatorial patterns that
have random-yet-controlled properties17 and arrays of
designed sizes with arbitrary patterning capability.18 However,
the square is only one of three regular polygons with the two-
dimensional (2D) space ﬁlling property, and the shapes and
patterns that can be created with a combination of squares and
triangles become much more interesting than squares alone.19
Here we aim to understand (i) if the design principles for
creating square tiles can be generalized to triangular tiles, (ii) if
new design principles are needed for programming the
interactions between tiles, considering the diﬀerence in
geometry, and (iii) if the transition between 2D and 3D
structures can be controlled in triangular origami tilings,
especially using simple methods that do not require major
changes in the tile design.
Similar to the square tile design, we chose a scaﬀold path for
the triangle shape that is rotationally symmetric with maximally
continuous surface area (Figures 1a and S1). A set of 16 edge
staples on each side of the equilateral triangle can be modiﬁed
to provide weak tile−tile interactions using stacking bonds and
short sticky ends. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images
showed that the triangular origami tile was well formed with an
estimated yield of 92.3% (Figures 1b and S2).
We have previously learned that stacking bonds alone could
not provide suﬃcient speciﬁcity for the self-assembly of large,
2D arrays, and short sticky ends are desired for introducing
additional speciﬁcity while still keeping the tile−tile
interactions weak enough for avoiding kinetic traps during
self-assembly.17 One property of the previous design is that the
sequences of the sticky ends depend on the sequence of the
M13 scaﬀold, naturally allowing unique edge interactions.
However, it also resulted in a limitation that a truly symmetric
tile with identical sticky end sequences on all edges could not
be created.
Here we explore a new design principle that involves a
computational search for maximizing common sticky end
sequences on all tile edges. Because M13 is a circular strand,
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Figure 1. A triangular DNA origami tile. (a) Design of an equilateral
triangle composed of three isosceles triangles. A 3D model is
described in Supplementary Note S2 and Cadnano20 diagram shown
in Figure S9. (b) AFM image of the triangular DNA origami tiles as
monomers.
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any nucleotide location can be used as a starting point of the
scaﬀold for designing staple strands. We computed the total
number of common nucleotides at the 5′ and 3′ ends of the
three staples at each of the 16 locations along the three edges
of the triangular tile for all possible starting points of the
scaﬀold. Among the starting points with largest number of
common nucleotides, we chose one with good sequence
diversity and balanced nucleotide locations. Using these
nucleotides as sticky ends, a fully symmetric tile was then
created, in which each edge is complementary to itself as well
as to the other two edges (left diagram in Figure 2a). A total of
12 1-nt sticky ends and 8 stacking bonds were employed on
each edge, which is stronger than the previously developed
square tiles.17 Note that the tile design is still compatible with
creating unique edge interactions, as diﬀerent choices of staple
truncations and extensions can be made.
With the symmetric triangular tile, we attempted construct-
ing unbounded arrays. To our surprise, the structures observed
in AFM images were small groups of triangles, some of which
were not even connected (Figure 2b). Furthermore, the
number of triangles in each group was consistently 20 (Figure
S3a). We hypothesized that instead of forming 2D arrays, the
tiles self-assembled into a closed 3D structure; during AFM
imaging, because of the attraction to the ﬂat mica surface, each
3D structure opened up along random edges, resulting in a
variety of relative positions between tiles but all tiles in the
same 3D structure remained close to each other. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images showed spherical
structures with an estimated diameter of 205.4 ± 11.1 nm
(Figure S3b), agreeing with the diameter of an inscribed
sphere of an icosahedron made of 20 equilateral triangles (i.e.,
approximately 205 nm).
Forming an icosahedron requires the tiles to bend at a small
angle along the edges, which is incompatible with the
orientation of the stacking bonds, and the tile−tile interactions
would have to rely on sticky ends only. However, forming a
rhombic triacontahedron simply requires the tiles to bend at an
even smaller angle along the seams between the three isosceles
triangles, which is presumably easier because of the ﬂexibility
of the single-stranded domains in the bridge staples (right
diagram in Figure 2a). In fact, a tile that has just stacking
bonds was also able to form 20-tile structures in AFM images
(Figure S4), indicating that the 3D structure is more likely to
be a rhombic triacontahedron.
This unexpected result led us to investigate how to control
the transition between 2D and 3D structures using the same
tile design. We found that the symmetric triangular tile self-
assembled into rhombic triacontahedra at lower tile concen-
tration with more magnesium but into unbounded 2D arrays at
higher tile concentration with less magnesium (Figure S3c). It
is known that if there are multiple possible reaction pathways
requiring diﬀerent numbers of reactants, lower order reactions
are preferred when the reactants are at a suﬃciently low
concentration. Because closing up a 3D structure requires
unimolecular reactions while growing a 2D array requires
bimolecular reactions, it is reasonable to assume that the 3D
structure is preferred at lower concentrations. It is also known
that magnesium stabilizes DNA hybridization21 and reduces
interhelical spacing in DNA origami.22 Less magnesium would
result in a lower melting temperature of the arrays, which
means the tiles are presumably more rigid when self-
assembling into arrays at a lower temperature and thus
bending within the structure would be discouraged. Mean-
while, slight expansion of the origami structure may have
altered the possible intrinsic curvature of the tiles, favoring the
formation of 2D arrays.
Alternatively, changing the tile design to be asymmetric
could also encourage the formation of 2D arrays (Figure 3a).
In this design, one tile edge is self-complementary (colored in
Figure 2. A 20-tile structure interpreted as a rhombic triacontahe-
dron. (a) Abstract design diagram of a symmetric tile (left) and
interpretation of the self-assembled structure (right). Solid arrow
facing outward combined with hollow arrow facing inward indicates a
self-complementary edge that has both extended and truncated
staples. Detailed edge design is shown in Figure S7. (b) AFM images.
Despite that hexagon shapes do not appear in the 3D structure, they
were observed in some ﬂattened 2D structures, presumably because
recombination of triangular tiles could take place on a mica surface.
Figure 3. Unbounded 2D array. (a) Abstract design diagram of an
asymmetric tile (left) and interpretation of the self-assembled
structure (right). Detailed edge design is shown in Figure S7. (b)
AFM images. The boundaries of crystalline areas are highlighted in
cyan.
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orange) while the two other edges are complementary to each
other (colored in blue). Because the sticky end sequences are
no longer common, the result of the computational search no
longer plays a role here, but the locations of the edge staples
were chosen to allow 6 G/C and 6 A/T base pairs on both
orange and blue edges to roughly balance the strength of
binding. There are two alternating conﬁgurations of a hexagon-
shaped six-tile neighborhood in a 2D array: one with six blue
edges and the other with three blue and three orange edges. If
the 2D array with some missing tiles were to fold up into a 3D
structure, it would be possible to create a vertex where ﬁve blue
edges meet, but it would be impossible to have an odd number
of edges meet at a vertex if they are blue and orange.
Therefore, this asymmetric tile design is incompatible with the
geometry of an icosahedron or rhombic triacontahedron. AFM
images showed 2D arrays with crystalline areas of up to
approximately 3.5 by 4.5 μm (Figure 3b).
Replacing the self-complementary edge in the asymmetric
tile with an inert edge allows the self-assembly of structures
with designed sizes (Figure 4a). Similar to how rhombic
triacontahedra were formed, in addition to a hexagon shape,
this tile is also capable of forming a 3D dome structure. Indeed,
both hexagons and 5-tile structures were found in the AFM
images, severely limiting the yield of hexagons (Figure 4b).
The same phenomenon occurred with four unique tiles
designed to form a larger hexagon (Figure 4cd).
The same principle of how the asymmetric tile design
discouraged the formation of 3D structures can be applied to
structures with designed sizes. For example, two unique tiles
can be used to create a small hexagon (Figure 5a). Using two
alternating edges, structures with an even but not odd number
of tiles are possible. AFM images showed well-formed
hexagons with a diagonal of approximately 270 nm (Figure
5b) and the yield was estimated to be 75.1% (Figure S5).
Similarly, a larger hexagon can be created using ﬁve unique
tiles (Figure 5c). Compared to the design shown in Figure 4c,
one additional tile was used to create two alternating edges
within the small hexagon shape at the center of the large
hexagon. To encourage a one-pot two-staged self-assembly
process, stronger (and weaker) edge interactions with 12 (and
6) staples were used among the four tiles forming a larger
triangle (and six larger triangles forming a hexagon). As shown
in the AFM images (Figure 5d), hexagons with a diagonal of
Figure 4. Structures with designed sizes in mixtures of 2D and 3D.
(a) Abstract design diagrams and (b) AFM images of small hexagons
mixed together with a 5-tile pacman-like structure. (c) Abstract design
diagrams and (d) AFM images of large hexagons mixed together with
a 20-tile pacman-like structure. Detailed edge design is shown in
Figure S7.
Figure 5. 2D arrays with designed sizes. (a) Abstract design diagrams
and (b) AFM images of small hexagons. (c) Abstract design diagrams
and (d) AFM images of large hexagons. Detailed edge design is shown
in Figure S8.
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approximately 540 nm were constructed with an estimated
yield of 35.4% (Figure S6).
We have shown that a triangular DNA origami tile can be
created to self-assemble into 2D and 3D structures with
unbounded and designed sizes. Unlike the previously
developed triangular DNA origami structure,1,8,9 this new tile
has DNA helices arranged perpendicular to all three edges,
which enabled a high level of programmability for creating
edge interactions with desired speciﬁcity and binding energy,
utilizing a combination of stacking bonds and short sticky ends.
Importantly, the structural ﬂexibility of the tile, especially the
possibility to bend along the seams between adjacent isosceles
triangles composing the equilateral triangle, allows for the
formation of 3D structures. If desired, speciﬁc degree of
bending could potentially be induced by programming the
lengths of single-stranded domains23 in bridge staples. The
same kind of structural ﬂexibility also plays an important role
in programming the dynamic interactions between DNA
origami structures, through a mechanism that we termed tile
displacement.24 Combining the triangular tile with the
previously developed square tile will open up new oppor-
tunities for programming complex self-assembly and reconﬁgu-
ration in molecular systems.
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